
                                                       M.A. Tamil – I,II,III & IV Semesters 

 

Code Course Name Course Outcomes 

M.A.Tamil – I Semester 

PTAT11 Modern  Literature CO1: know the poetic tactics of Tamil writers  

CO2: understand the difference between Tamil literary 

genres. 

CO3: be aware of the salient features of writing style 

CO4: discover the creative power behind art and literature  

CO5: critically analyze the life and works of great writers. 

Co6.vOJk; gapw;rp ngWjy;.---obtain creative writing 

skill. 

PTAT12 Tolkappiyam-

EzhuyhuAthikaram 

CO1: know the alphabets of Tamil language. 

CO2: understand the difference between Tamil 

vowels,consonants,adjectives ,adverbs and formation of 

words.. 

CO3:  aware of the salient features of Tamil phonemes. 

Co4 .gpioawg; Ngr>vOjg; gapw;rp ngWjy;.—train to 

speak and write Tamil Language without mistakes 

PTAT13 Sitrilakkiyam CO1: know the poetic tactics of medieval Tamil writers  

CO2: understand the difference between Tamil literary 

genres of sitrilakkiyam.. 

CO3:  aware of the salient features of writing style 

CO4: critically analyze the life and works of great writers. 

PTAP11 Tamil 

kaniniinaiyapayanpad

ukal.– Applicatios of 

Tamil in Web medium 

through computers. 

CO1: know the art of Tamil computing. 

CO2: understand the different uses of Tamil software’s... 

CO3:  aware of the salient features of Tamil e-journals, 

Wikipedia, Tamil web library,, email, what’s up, and virtual 



university.. 

Co4: fzpdpapy; jkpo; vOjp ,izaj;jpy; 

gjpNtw;wy;.—Upload Tamil web content through 

computer. 

PTAE11 LITERARY criticism 

Literary Theories and 

feminist studies. 

CO1: know the poetic analysis by using literary theories. 

CO2: understand the difference between general literary 

criticism with feminist criticism.. 

CO3:  aware of the salient features of feminist literature. 

CO4: discover the connectivity behind literature and 

criticism. 

CO5: critically analyze the literary pieces  of great writers. 

Co6.jpwdha;Tf; fl;LiuvOJk; gapw;rp ngWjy;.—Train 

to write Literarary Articles. 

 

Code Course Name Course Outcomes 

M.A.Tamil – II Semester 

PTAT21 Tamil Devotional 

literature 

CO1: know the poetic tactics of Devotional Tamil writers  

CO2: understand the difference between Tamil literary 

genres of Tamildevotional  literature... 

CO3:  aware of the salient features of  religion and 

literature. 

CO4: critically analyze the works of  devotional saints of 

Tamil society. 

Co5.jkpo; gf;jp ,yf;fpa kuG mwpjy;.-know the 

Tradition of Tamil  Devotional Literature. 

PTAT22 Tolkappiyam-sol 

Athikaram 

CO1: know the word structure of Tamil language. 

CO2: understand the difference between Tamil words  

nouns, verbs,, adjectives ,adverbs and formation of  new 

words.. 



CO3:  aware of the salient features of Tamil  morphology.. 

Co4: gpioawg; Ngr>vOjg; gapw;rp ngWjy;.—train to 

speak and write Tamil Language without mistakes 

PTAT23 Tamil literary 

commentators 

CO1: know the poetic analysis made by Tamil 

commentators.. 

CO2: understand the difference between general 

commentary and depth in analyzing the content of 

literature.. 

CO3:  aware of the salient features of  critical findings of 

Tamil commentators.. 

CO4: discover the connectivity behind literatureand 

criticism. 

CO5: critically analyze the literary pieces  of great writers. 

CO6: jpwdha;Tf; fl;LiuvOJk; gapw;rp ngWjy;.—Train 

to write Literarary Articles. 

Co7 goe;jkpo; ,yf;fpa thrpg;G- fw;wy;>Mo;nghUs; 

eak; mwpjy;.—obtain skill to Read, Understand, 

Appreciate commentaries written by Tamil commentators 

forClassical Tamil Literature. 

PTAP Tamil for Media CO1: know the art of Tamil creative writing to different 

media formats.. 

CO2: understand the different skills needed to work in Mass 

media.. 

CO3:  aware of the salient features of  LAWS AND ETHICS OF  

Mass MEDia .. 

Co4: Clfq;fSf;Fj; jkpopy; Ety;nghUs; 

toq;Fjy;.—prepare and  supply Tamil content to media 

formats. 

 Tamil linguistics CO1: know the structure of Tamil language. 

CO2: understand the similarities and differences between 

Tamil linguistics and ancient Tamil grammatical rules and 

regulations in the formation of  words  nouns, verbs,, 



adjectives ,adverbs  etc... 

CO3:  aware of the salient features of Tamil  language 

construction.. 

Co4: jkpo; nkhopf; fl;likg;ig mwpe;J 

nfhs;Sjy;.—Understand the  structure of  Tamil language 

and Linguistics. 

 

 

Code Course Name Course Outcomes 

M.A.Tamil – III Semester 

PTAT31 Tamil Epic  literature CO1: know the Epic tradition of Tamil literature. 

CO2: understand the difference between Tamil major and 

minor Tamil Epics through the ages.... 

CO3:  aware of the salient features of Tamil epics and 

religion 

CO4: critically analyze the Epic worksof  saints of Tamil 

society.. 

CO5: jkpo;f; fhg;gpa kuG mwpjy;--Know the Tamil epic 

tradition. 

PTAT32 Tolkappiyam-

PORULAthikaram-I 

CO1: know the pattern of marriage, love affairs, fivefold 

division of Tamil land  and life accordingly.. 

CO2: understand the difference between life at home and 

at society... 

CO3:  aware of the salient features of Tamil culture... 

Co4: goe;jkpouJ ,yf;fz> ,yf;fpa kuG mwpjy;.—

Know the Tamil  Grammar and Literarary Tradition 

PTAT33 Tamil Ethical 

literature 

 

CO1: know the values  of Tamil writers like Thiruvalluvar to 

avvaiyar. 

CO2: understand the need of living a  value loaded life for 

the betterment of society.. 



CO3:  aware of the salient features of  Tamil ethical 

literature. 

CO4:jkpouJ mwnewprhu; tpOkpaq;fis mwpjy;.----

Understand the Values through Tamil  Ethical Literature 

PTAP33 CREATIVE WRITING CO1: know the art of Tamil creative writing.. 

CO2: understand the differentskillsneeded for writing 

different formats.. 

CO3:  aware of the salient features of  good writing.  

Co4:gilg;gpyf;fpaq;fis vOjg; gapw;Wtpj;jy;.--- Train 

to write creative Literature. 

PTAE33 Tamil Grammar 

commentators 

CO1: know the  scheme of analysis made by Tamil 

commentators.. 

CO2: understand the difference between general 

commentary and depth in analyzing the content of Tamil 

grammar... 

CO3:  aware of the salient features of critical findings of 

Tamil commentators.. 

CO4: discover the connectivity behind literatureand Tamil 

grammar, rules and regulations. 

CO5: critically analyze the rules. Of great Tamil grammar 

experts. 

CO6:jpwdha;Tf; fl;Liu vOJk; gapw;rp ngWjy;.—

Train to write Literary Articles. 

 

 

Code Course Name Course Outcomes 

M.A.Tamil – IV Semester 

PTAT41 Classical Tami  

literature 

CO1: know theClassical tradition of Tamil literature. 

CO2: understand the difference between Life at home 

and its culture and life at external world.... 



CO3:  aware of the salient features of Tamil society and 

its lifestyle through literature... 

Co5.jkpo; kuG mwpjy;--Know the Tamil  tradition. 

PTAT42 Tolkappiyam-PORUL 

Athikaram –II 

CO1: know the pattern of Tamil content and genres. of 

ancient Tamil land .. 

CO2: understand the difference between spoken 

language and literary language.. 

CO3:  aware of the salient features of Tamil culture. and 

tradition. 

Co4 .goe;jkpouJ ,yf;fz> ,yf;fpa kuG  

mwpjy;.—Know the Tamil  Grammar and Literarary 

Tradition 

PTAD41 Project CO1: know the pattern of doing research in literature. 

CO2: get an exposure to research field by preparing 

review of literature.. 

CO3:  aware of the process of data collection 

Co4.get an idea of report writing. 

PTAD41 Tamil  folk literature CO1: know thefolk  tradition of Tamil literature. 

CO2: understand the difference between folk and 

literary Tamil tradition. 

CO3:  aware of the salient features of Tamil folk genre 

and literary tradition through literature... 

Co4.jkpo; kuG mwpjy;--Know the Tamil  tradition. 

 

 


